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Recently [Cavalcanti et al. Nat Commun 6, 7941 (2015)] proposed a method to certify the
presence of entanglement in asymmetric networks, where some users do not have control over the
measurements they are performing. Such asymmetry naturally emerges in realistic situtations, such
as in cryptographic protocols over quantum networks. Here we implement such “semi-device inde-
pendent” techniques to experimentally witness all types of entanglement on a three-qubit photonic
W state. Furthermore we analise the amount of genuine randomness that can be certified in this
scenario from any bipartition of the three-qubit W state.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
In general, the certification of entanglement [1, 2] re-
quires to perform specific measurements on the quantum
state one is willing to test [3]. Experimentally, this is a
delicate task since mismatches between either the state or
the measurements and their actual physical implementa-
tion may lead to false-positive conclusions about the pres-
ence of entanglement in the network [4]. Although such
mismatches can in principle be patched in experimental
setups, the situation becomes dramatic when considering
applications, where the devices used are not trusted as
they could have been provided and controlled by some
adversary. One solution to this problem is the use of
device-independent techniques [5, 6], for which no as-
sumption is made on the devices that generate the state
or perform the measurements. In this approach the de-
vices are seen as black boxes, accessed only with classical
inputs (corresponding to the measurement choices) and
providing classical outputs (corresponding to the mea-
surement outcomes). Although such device-independent
entanglement witnesses have been soundly considered in
the past years [7, 8], their physical implementation turns
out to be very demanding [9] for it requires one to ob-
serve a Bell inequality violation without the presence of
loopholes [10–12].
A midpoint among the aforementioned cases is the
semi-device independent approach based on the presence
of quantum steering [13] to certify entanglement in the
network. This is an asymmetric situation in the sense
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that only some of the parties in the network use trusted
devices while others do not [14]. Once more, trust should
be understood in terms of full knowledge or characteri-
sation of the devices used. More precisely, whenever a
party’s device is assumed untrusted all the analysis em-
ployed will only be based on the statistics it produces,
not on its internal working.
The steering approach is less demanding experimen-
tally than the device-independent case, but it still
presents practical interest for adversarial situations; for
instance, one could think of a practical semi-device inde-
pendent network composed by a single central provider
using well characterised devices, while the remaining par-
ties, the clients, hold untrusted, i.e. uncharacterized de-
vices. For these reasons the study of quantum steering
has increased substantively in recent years [15].
Methods to certify all kinds of multipartite entan-
glement in semi-device independent networks were pre-
sented -and experimentally demonstrated- very recently
in Ref. [14]. These methods rely on semi-definite pro-
gramming (SDP) techniques . They represent an impor-
tant achievement for the certification of entanglement
in quantum networks. In fact, these techniques certify
entanglement in networks with amounts of noise that
make them undetectable by the existing fully device-
independent techniques [7].
Here we apply such semi-device independent entangle-
ment certification techniques to the three-qubit W state.
Crucially, this state displays both genuine multipartite
entanglement (GME) and entanglement in all of its re-
duced states, being then a flexible resource for the imple-
mentation of quantum networks. This is not the case for
the GHZ state implemented in Ref. [14], as its reduced
state turns to be separable, making therefore highly de-
2sirable to assess the certification of all types of entangle-
ment from one single resource, like the W state. More-
over, we show that all types of entanglement of the W
state can be certified in all tripartite steering scenarios
in a scheme where each party applies the same set of
measurements. In this way, each party can certify all
types of entanglement without the need to rely on any
characterisation of the measurement devices used by the
others.
In this paper we show that by sharing a W state, every
party can detect all types of entanglement without the
need of trusting the measurements that the other par-
ties are performing. This puts the W state as a promis-
ing candidate to implement asymmetric cryptographic
protocols. We demonstrate the feasibility of such afore-
mentioned techniques for entanglement certification in a
proof-of-principle photonic experiment. Additionally, we
implement for the first time the recent methods for one-
sided device independent randomness certification pre-
sented in Ref. [16] to estimate the amount of randomness
that can be obtained in bipartitions of the W state.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we first
provide a general overview on the construction of semi-
device independent witnesses required to certify all types
of entanglement. Next we present theoretical results for
the values achieved by such witnesses when the three-
qubit W state is considered. Then, in Sec. III we describe
the scenario and methods required for one-sided device
independent randomness certification, and we apply such
framework to bipartitions of the threee-qubit W state. In
Sec. IV we present the photonic implementation and the
corresponding experimental results. Finally, in Sec. V
conclusions are presented.
II. ENTANGLEMENT DETECTION
In this section we first recall the methods of Ref.[14]
to construct multipartite semi-device independent
entanglement witnesses. The intuition is the following.
Assuming that the quantum state (denoted by ρ) dis-
tributed in the network is separable according to some
particular decomposition (e.g fully separable, separable
across any bipartition, etc.) imposes constraints on the
collection of all possibly observable set of post-measured
states that the untrusted measurements create for
the the parties holding trusted devices. From these
constraints one can then determine if the original state
ρ could have the considered decomposition with SDP
techniques in an efficient way. This SDP also provides
experimentally friendly entanglement witnesses.
A. Semi-device independent scenarios
For illustrative purposes and simplicity we narrow our
focus to the distribution of ρ among three parties, A, B
and C, but it is worth noting that the witness construc-
tions that will be presented can indeed be generalized for
a larger number of parties. Two semi-device independent
cases arise; namely, either one or two of the parties could
be holding untrusted devices in the network. In the case
where one party, say A, uses untrusted devices, it will be
first interesting to analyze the reduced asymmetric net-
work that stems between A and B when discarding the
third party C (top-left of Fig. 1) . This corresponds to a
bipartite steering scenario and the witness for such case
will be derived in Sec. II B. Note that the certification
of entanglement in the reduced state shared by A and B
guarantees the presence of entanglement across biparti-
tions A:BC and AC:B, regardless of whether C trusts his
measurement device or not.
FIG. 1: Relevant semi-device independent networks. Trusted
(untrusted) devices are represented as white (black) boxes.
Top-left: C is discarded (crossed box) and the network con-
sits of the reduction left to A and B. If A performs a mea-
surement x giving outcome a, B observes an unnormalized
quantum state denoted σBa|x. Top-right: In this case C is
not discarded, and B and C observe a bipartite state σBCa|x.
Bottom: With two parties holding untrusted devices, C re-
ceives a state σCab|xy conditioned on the statistics observed
both by A and B.
A slightly more complicated task is to certify tripar-
tite entanglement when either one or two parties hold
untrusted devices (top-right and bottom of Fig. 1, respec-
tively). Equivalently, this task requires to decide whether
the original state ρ is fully separable or not, and we will
construct the witness necessary to answer this question in
Sec. II C. Next, the question will be extended for genuine
multipartite entanglement (GME) in Sec. II D by asking
if the state is biseparable.
B. Entanglement in bipartite reductions
We start by analyzing the presence of entanglement
in the reduced bipartite system left to A and B when
C is disregarded (see top-left in Fig. 1). In this case A
and B are left with the quantum state ρAB = TrC [ρ].
The measurements performed by A on her share of ρAB
are untrusted and therefore they are described by un-
known positive operators Ma|x summing to identity for
each x, where x labels the measurement chosen by A and
a the obtained outcome. On the other hand B trusts
3his measurement device and can thus perform quantum
tomography on his system to observe an (unnormalized)
conditional state:
σBa|x = TrA
[(
Ma|x ⊗ 1B
)
ρAB
]
, ∀ a, x. (1)
Note that the statistics observed by A can be recovered
from the relation (Born rule) p(a|x) = Tr
[
σBa|x
]
, and
thus the collection {σBa|x}a,x known as a quantum assem-
blage [13], contains all the information obtainable in this
measurement scenario. If ρAB is not entangled, it reads:
ρAB =
∑
λ
pλ ρ
A
λ ⊗ ρBλ (2)
where pλ defines some probability distribution. In this
case, the assemblage (1) takes the form:
σBa|x =
∑
λ
p(a|xλ) ρBλ , (3)
with p(a|xλ) = pλTr
[
Ma|x ρAλ
]
. A decomposition for
σBa|x of the form (3) is a typical instance of an assem-
blage admitting a local hidden state (LHS) model [13].
The collection of all such unnormalized assemblages ad-
mitting an LHS model for B forms a convex set which we
denote ΣBA:B. Concretely:
ΣBA:B =
{
σBa|x | σBa|x =
∑
µ
Dµ(a|x)σBµ , σBµ ≥ 0
}
(4)
where we have used the fact that any probability distri-
bution p(a|xλ) can always be written as a convex com-
bination of deterministic strategies Dµ(a|x). (Note that
the constraints inside the brackets in (4) involve all val-
ues of a and x; unless otherwise specified, all expressions
with indices should be understood to hold for each value
of the index.)
Crucially, imposing membership in ΣBA:B involves a fi-
nite number of linear matrix inequalities and positive-
semidefinite constraints for the variables σBµ in (4), which
are all valid constraints to formulate the problem as an
SDP [17]. By introducing the maximally mixed assem-
blage for Bob, IBa|x =
1
oA
TrA
[
1AB
dAdB
]
, where oA denotes
the number outcomes of A and dA and dB denote the di-
mension of A’s and B’s respective systems, we arrive at
the following SDP test for bipartite entanglement with
one party holding untrusted devices:
min r
s.t. (1− r)σBa|x + rIBa|x ∈ ΣBA:B ∀ a, x, (5)
where σBa|x is the assemblage observed by B in this net-
work. Since IBa|x ∈ ΣBA:B, a sufficiently small value of r
will always solve the second line of (5), and hence this
SDP is strictly feasible. The solution of (5), denoted by
v∗, quantifies how much maximally mixed noise has to be
added to the assemblage such that the mixture becomes
LHS: if r∗ = 0, then σBa|x ∈ ΣBA:B and no steering can
be demonstrated. On the other hand, if r∗ > 0, some
amount of maximally mixed noise has to be added to the
assemblage to make it LHS, so we certify entanglement
in ρAB.
Furthermore, from the dual formulation of the primal
problem (5), it is possible to define a set of operators
{Fa|x}ax, which are such that the linear functional:
wˆ : pia|x 7→
∑
ax
Tr
[
Fa|x pia|x
]
(6)
provides a strictly positive value only if the assemblage
pia|x demonstrates steering. Thus, wˆ constitutes a wit-
ness for bipartite entanglement with one party holding
untrusted devices. Moreover, since the primal problem is
strictly feasible, strong duality holds, and the dual and
primal solutions coincide [17]. That is, wˆ
(
σBa|x
)
= r∗,
i.e. the value of the witness applied to the assemblage
from which it was derived gives exactly the robustness
r∗ of this assemblage.
To conclude this section, note that the witness we have
constructed here certifies entanglement between A and B,
whether C is holding a device that is trusted or untrusted.
In other words, this witness also certifies the presence of
entanglement across the bipartitions A:BC and B:AC, for
any level of trust that C might have on his measurement
device.
C. Entanglement in the full state
We now move on to the full tripartite network, for
which we wish to certify the presence of entanglement in
the whole state ρ distributed to A, B and C. The con-
struction procedure is similar to the one from the previ-
ous section. If ρ is fully separable, then:
ρ =
∑
λ
pλ ρ
A
λ ⊗ ρBλ ⊗ ρCλ . (7)
We treat first the case in which only A uses an un-
trusted device, while B and C’s devices remain trusted
(see top-right of Fig. 1). In this case, B and C are pro-
vided with the assemblage:
σBCa|x = TrA
[(
Ma|x ⊗ 1B ⊗ 1C
)
ρ
]
, (8)
which, after using (7), takes the form:
σBCa|x =
∑
λ
p(a|xλ) ρBλ ⊗ ρCλ . (9)
A decomposition of σBCa|x of the form (9) can readily be
seen to be similar to the one in (3), with the only differ-
ence that now the bipartite states of B and C conditioned
on a and x are separable. This last requirement (separa-
bility) cannot, in general, be translated to a finite number
4of linear matrix inequalities and positive constraints as
before, because the set of separable states has a com-
plicated structure. However, separability can be relaxed
to positivity under partial transposition [2], which is now
a valid SDP constraint -and equivalent to separability
whenever the product of the dimensions of B and C sat-
isfies dBdC ≤ 6. Therefore, we define the relaxed set:
ΣBCA:B:C =
{
σBCa|x | σBCa|x =
∑
µDµ(a|x)σBCµ ,
σBCµ ≥ 0,
(
σBCµ
)TB ≥ 0} (10)
where TB denotes the partial transposition operation
with respect to system B. In the same fashion as in
Sec. II B, with the help of the maximally mixed assem-
blage for B and C, namely IBCa|x =
1
oA
TrA
[
1ABC
dAdBdC
]
, we
obtain the corresponding SDP test for tripartite entan-
glement with one party holding untrusted devices:
min r
s.t. (1− r)σBCa|x + rIBCa|x ∈ ΣBCA:B:C. (11)
Here, again, duality theory allows one to retrieve oper-
ators {Fa|x}ax defining a new witness wˆ with the exact
same structure [? ] as in (6), and such that wˆ
(
σBCa|x
)
< 0
guarantees that ρ is tripartite entangled. Finally, note
that whenever dBdC > 6, there exist entangled steerable
states that remain undetected by our witness construc-
tion, since the set of unsteerable states does not coincide
with ΣBCA:B:C in this case. But since Σ
BC
A:B:C does contain
all separable states, a positive value of the witness guar-
antees that the state is, unequivocally, entangled.
In the case of two parties holding untrusted devices
(say A and B, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1), C
observes the assemblage:
σCab|xy = TrAB
[(
Ma|x ⊗Mb|y ⊗ 1C
)
ρ
]
, (12)
which, after replacing ρ with its separable form (7), gives:
σCab|xy =
∑
λ
p(ab|xyλ) ρCλ . (13)
Since p(ab|xyλ) arises from local measurements of a sep-
arable state it must be local [5], and can therefore be
written as a convex combination of products of deter-
minstic strategies for A and B. Thus, the relevant set
of unnormalized assemblages for tripartite entanglement
with two parties using untrusted measurements is:
ΣCA:B:C =
{
σCab|xy |
σCab|xy =
∑
µν Dµ(a|x)Dν(b|y)σCµν , σCµν ≥ 0
} (14)
and since membership in ΣCA:B:C involves valid SDP con-
straints, we obtain the corresponding SDP test:
min r
s.t. (1− r)σCab|xy + rICab|xy ∈ ΣCA:B:C, (15)
where ICab|xy =
1
oAoB
TrAB
[
1ABC
dAdBdC
]
is the maximally
mixed assemblage for C. The set of dual variables
{Fab|xy}abxy of program (15) enable the construction of
the witness:
wˆ : piab|xy 7→
∑
abxy
Tr
[
Fab|xy piab|xy
]
, (16)
which provides a strictly positive value if and only if
piCab|xy demonstrates steering. Once more, wˆ(σ
C
ab|xy) = r
∗.
D. Genuine Multipartite Entanglement
In this section we move to the more delicate task of
certifying genuine tripartite entanglement in the state ρ
shared by A, B and C. If ρ is not genuinely tripartite
entangled, it is biseparable and has the form:
ρ =
∑
λ
(
pλρ
A
λ ⊗ ρBCλ + qλρBλ ⊗ ρACλ + rλρCλ ⊗ ρABλ
)
(17)
where pλ, qλ and rλ are unnormalised probability distri-
butions. For the case of one party using an untrusted
device (top-right of Fig. 1), using (17) in (8) leads to:
σBCa|x =
∑
λ
pλp(a|xλ)ρBCλ + qλρBλ ⊗ σCa|xλ + rλσBa|xλ ⊗ ρCλ
(18)
The first summation term in (18) has the same structure
as the decomposition in (9), with the only difference that
now ρBCλ may even be entangled. Thus, the relevant set
defined for this first decomposition term is:
ΣBCA:BC =
{
σBCa|x | σBCa|x =
∑
µ
Dµ(a|x)σBCµ , σBCµ ≥ 0
}
(19)
which clearly involves valid SDP constraints only. The
second summation term in (18) has two main features:
(i) it does not demonstrate steering from A to B. This
implies that tracing out C will leave B with an LHS as-
semblage with respect to A. (ii) it is separable across B:C.
The first feature, having an LHS model, is readily trans-
lated to SDP constraints, as we have seen in the previous
sections. The second one, separability, has to be relaxed
to positivity under partial transposition, as explained in
Sec. II C. Thus, the relaxed set ΣBCB:AC corresponding to
the second decomposition term is given by:
ΣBCB:AC =
{
σBCa|x | TrC
[
σBCa|x
]
=
∑
µDµ(a|x)σBµ ,
σBµ ≥ 0,
(
σBCa|x
)TB ≥ 0} . (20)
The third summation term of (18) is identical to the sec-
ond term, except that the roles of B and C are inter-
changed. From the previous claims we can now write ex-
plicitly the SDP test for genuine tripartite entanglement
5with one party holding untrusted devices:
min r
s.t. (1− r)σBCa|x + rIBCa|x = γA:BCa|x + γB:ACa|x + γC:ABa|x
γA:BCa|x ∈ ΣBCA:BC, γB:ACa|x ∈ ΣBCB:AC, γC:ABa|x ∈ ΣBCC:AB
(21)
and the dual formulation of this problem provides a wit-
ness wˆ, defined as in (6), such that wˆ
(
σBCa|x
)
> 0 certifies
that ρ is genuinely tripartite entangled.
For the case of two parties using untrusted devices
(bottom of Fig. 1), substituting (17) in (12) gives:
σCab|xy =
∑
λ
(
pλp(a|xλ)σCb|yλ + qλp(b|yλ)σCa|xλ+
rλp(ab|xyλ)σCλ
)
.
(22)
The first summation term of the decomposition obtained
in (22) has only one main feature, that it may contain
steering from B to C, but never from A to C. Hence, it
defines the set ΣCA:BC as:
ΣCA:BC =
{
σCab|xy |
σCab|xy =
∑
µDµ(a|x)σCb|yµ, σCb|yµ ≥ 0
}
.
(23)
The second summation term appearing in (22) has the
same structure as the first one, and thus the set ΣCB:AC is
straightforwardly defined in the same manner as ΣCA:BC
in (23). The third term in (22), on the other hand, has
two features: (i) it corresponds to an LHS assemblage,
and (ii) the probability distribution p(ab|xyλ) is quan-
tum, in the sense that it arises from local measurements
performed on (possibly entangled) states ρABλ . Deciding
if a probability distribution is quantum is not straight-
forward because the quantum set Q lacks of a precise
characterization. Nevertheless, it is possible to construct
a hierarchy {Q(k)}k of well characterized SDP relaxations
of the set Q, the so-called Navascue´s-Pironio-Ac´ın (NPA)
hierarchy [18, 19]. The NPA hierarchy, originally intro-
duced for probability distributions, can be generalized to
assemblages, in the sense that one can define the k-th
relaxed set Q
(k)
C of assemblages for C encoding all the
constraints on orthogonality and commutativity for the
measurement operators of A and B (see [14] for more
details). Given the above, the relaxed set ΣCC:AB is:
Σ
C(k)
C:AB =
{
σCab|xy |
σCab|xy =
∑
µD
NS
µ (a|x)σCµ , σCab|xy ∈ Q(k)C
}
,
(24)
where we had to use the finite set of non-signalling strate-
gies {DNSµ (a|x)}µ to decompose the quantum probabil-
ity distribution p(ab|xyλ) in terms of a finite number of
distributions [5] (deterministic strategies are insufficient
here because of the existence of quantum correlations
lying outside the local set). The SDP test for genuine
tripartite entanglement where two parties use untrusted
devices is, therefore:
min r
s.t. (1− r)σCab|xy + rICab|xy = γA:BCab|xy + γB:ACab|xy + γC:ABab|xy
γA:BCab|xy ∈ ΣCA:BC, γB:ACab|xy ∈ ΣCB:AC, γC:ABab|xy ∈ ΣC(k)C:AB
(25)
and the corresponding semi-device independent witness
wˆ is obtained from duality theory and has the same
structure as (16).
E. Multipartite steering of the W state
Here we provide numerical values for the three-qubit
W state
|W 〉 = 1√
3
(|001〉+ |010〉+ |100〉) (26)
and discuss the fact that parties A, B, and C can check
for all kinds of entanglement without trusting the devices
of the others. In all that follows we consider that the
measurements performed by all trusted boxes are Pauli
observables, namely, Xˆ, Yˆ and Zˆ. Our theoretical find-
ings regarding the witness values r are summarized in
Table I.
Since the W state is symmetric, all reductions are
equivalent regardless of the party that is discarded.
Specifically, ρred = 2/3 |ψ+〉 〈ψ+| + 1/3 |00〉 〈00|, where
|ψ+〉 denotes the two-qubit maximally entangled state
|ψ+〉 = 1/√2(|01〉 + |10〉). The reduced state turns out
to be steerable with a theoretical violation of r∗ = 0.11.
This value is relatively small because of the detrimental
contribution of the separable state |00〉. Such violation
not only guarantees the presence of entanglement in the
reduced state, but it also certifies the presence of entan-
glement across any bipartition of the tripartite network,
regardless of whether the third party (the discarded one)
is using a trusted device or not, as explained in the first
paragraph of Sec. II A. We also notice that it is still an
open question whether the reduced state of the W state
can violate any Bell inequality [20, 21], while here we
show that it does present steering.
For the tripartite W state, we observe the presence
of entanglement and GME both in the “one untrusted”
scenario and in the “two untrusted” scenario as well (see
lines 2-5 of Table I). Note that the violations for the “one
untrusted” scenario are always better than for the “two
untrusted” scenario, because in the former case there is
more useful information available (about the state) than
in the latter case. The values for tripartite entanglement
are also always better than the values obtained for GME,
as the presence of the latter implies the presence of the
former, but the converse is not true in general; that is, a
state might be entangled without being GME.
6III. ONE-SIDED DEVICE INDEPENDENT
RANDOMNESS CERTIFICATION
A. Scenario and guessing probability
One of the most interesting applications following the
semi-device-independent quantum information approach
is the semi-device independent random number genera-
tion [16, 22]. To carry out this task, one must bound
the predictability of the outcomes of the black boxes
(parties holding untrusted devices), only from the ob-
servation of a certain assemblage by the parties holding
trusted devices in the network. Just as in the previous
sections, the black boxes might be provided with any a
priori unknown quantum state ρ, but now ρ may even
be correlated with some other quantum system ρABCE in
the possession of a malicious eavesdropper E, such that
ρ = TrE
[
ρABCE
]
. Furthermore, semi-device independent
random number generation is appealing because it en-
ables a corresponding cryptographic task, namely, semi-
device independent quantum key distribution [23].
As an interesting example, here we implement the
methods of Ref. [16] to certify the optimal amount of
one-sided randomness present in the string of outcomes
of two black boxes, when the third one remains trusted.
Since these methods can only be applied on a bipartite
scenario, we shall consider that the two black boxes are
held by a single party performing measurements labeled
m = (x, y) and obtaining outcomes labeled s = (a, b), as
illustrated in Fig. 2.
FIG. 2: One-sided randomness certification scenario.
A and B are thought as a single party holding two untrusted
boxes, performing at each round a measurement m and ob-
taining some result s. This scenario allows us to analyze the
amount of randomness of the result s when σCs|m is observed
by C.
The predictability of the outcome s when a given mea-
surement m∗ is chosen is quantified by the guessing prob-
ability Gσ(m
∗): the probability that E guesses correctly
the value of s, optimized over all of E’s possible strate-
gies, and conditioned on the observation of the assem-
blage σCs|m by the party C [16, 24]. Formally:
Gσ(m
∗) = max
∑
e
Tr
[
σes=e|m∗
]
s.t.
∑
e
σe = σ∑
s
σes|m =
∑
s
σes|m′ ∀e,m,m′
σes|m ≥ 0 ∀s,m, e
(27)
where we used Tr
[
σes|m∗
]
= p(e)p(s|e,m∗) to re-express
the objective function in the first line of (27). Intuitively,
Eve may prepare any convex combination of the unnor-
malized assemblages {σes|m}e, which are such that, when-
ever Eve obtains the result e = s after measuring her sys-
tem, she then guesses that the outcome of the black boxes
was s. Thus, Eve needs as many preparations {σes|m}e as
possible values that s can take, and σes=e|m would be the
assemblage obtained if the information of Eve’s outcome
e were available. The first constraint in (27) translates
the fact that Eve has to reproduce on average the ob-
served assemblage, since otherwise her attack would be
detected by the party holding the trusted device. The
second and third constraints, non-signalling and positiv-
ity respectively, guarantee that the assemblages prepared
by Eve stem from quantum theory. In fact, any bipartite
non-signalling assemblage admits a quantum realization
[25, 26].
Once again, duality theory allows us here -from the
dual formulation of (27)- to obtain a steering inequality
(i.e. a linear functional wˆ) acting on the set of assem-
blages of C, having the same structure as (16), and such
that wˆ (σ) = Gσ(m
∗). Finally, assuming Independent
and Identically Distributed (IID) rounds in the exper-
iment, the amount of genuine random bits certified is
given by R = − log2 (Gσ(m∗)), the min-entropy of the
semi-device independent guessing probability [24]. Note
that, when Gσ(m
∗) = 1 no random bits can be certified
(R = 0), as E guesses with probability 1 the outcome of
the boxes and thus there is no unpredictability. On the
other hand, any value Gσ(m
∗) < 1, guarantees unpre-
dictability and hence provides a strictly positive amount
of randomness R > 0.
B. One-sided device independent randomness
certification from bipartitions of the W state
We first analyzed the reduced state ρred of the three-
qubit W state. Though we found that the state is steer-
able (as shown in the first line of Table I), it is not pos-
sible to extract one-sided genuine randomness from such
reduced state with the measurements considered here.
On the other hand, one-sided randomness certification
turns out to be appealing when bipartitions of the tri-
partite W state are considered. In fact, when two of
the boxes are seen as a single untrusted measurement
m = (x, y) performed on some unknown quantum state,
while the other qubit, C, uses trusted measurements (see
Fig. 2), we manage to certify −log2(1/3) ≈ 1.58 random
bits from the outcome s = 00, 01, 10, 11 of the measure-
ment m∗ corresponding to the observables Xˆ and Zˆ act-
ing on the two-qubit subspace reduction of the W state.
The fact that no one-sided genuine randomness could
be extracted from the reduced state of the three-qubit W
state is unfortunate but interesting. This is analogous to
a similar phenomenon, known as bound randomness [27],
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FIG. 3: Experimental setup. Polarization-entangled photons
are produced using SPDC. A third qubit is encoded in the
path degree of freedom of photon 2. An interferometer con-
sisting of beam displacers is used to produce a three-qubit
W state. Projective measurements on the polarization (Proj.
Pol.) and Path (Proj. Path) measurements are performed
using wave plates and polarizers. Additional details are pro-
vided in the main text.
which arises in the fully device independent scenario
where the two parties hold untrusted devices. More
precisely, in the fully device independent scenario,
bound randomness arises in nonlocal correlations for
which a non-signalling eavesdropper can find out a
posteriori the result of any implemented measurement.
Thus, the fact that any reduction of the W state is
steerable but does not allow for one-sided randomness
certification, may tentatively be refered to as one-sided
bound randomness: a form of steerable correlations for
which an eavesdropper can predict the result of any of
the measurements performed on the untrusted side.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Setup
To demonstrate the practical utility of the theoreti-
cal results presented in sections II and II E, we produced
a three-qubit W state using photon pairs produced by
Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion (SPDC). Fig-
ure 3 shows the experimental setup. Two 1mm thick
type-I non-linear BBO crystals with optical axes oriented
perpendicularly were pumped with a 325nm continuous-
wave He-Cd laser, producing degenerate photon pairs
centered around 650nm. Using an additional half-wave
plate in the path of photon 1, the crossed-crystal arrange-
ment produces two polarization entangled photons in the
target state [28]:
|ψ〉 = cos θ |V H〉12 + eiϕ sin θ |HV 〉12 . (28)
Qubits B and C were encoded in the polarization of
the photons 1 and 2, respectively. Qubit A was encoded
in the path of photon 2. Initially, qubit A is in the state
|0〉A. To produce the W state, we entangle the path and
polarization degrees of freedom (DOF) of photon 2 us-
ing a polarization-dependent Mach-Zehnder interferome-
ter composed of two beam displacers (BDs) and several
half-wave plates (HWPs), as described in more detail in
Refs. [29, 30]. The angles of the HWPs are shown in Fig-
ure 3. We label the input and output paths (0 and 1 in
the figure) such that when the polarization state is |H〉C ,
the output state is |0H〉AC . For input vertical polariza-
tion, the interferometer implements the transformation
|0V 〉AC −→
1√
2
|0V 〉AC +
1√
2
|1H〉AC . (29)
By controlling the polarization of the pump laser [28],
the initial polarization entangled state was prepared
with cos θ = 1/
√
3 and ϕ = 0. Renaming the po-
larization state |H〉 → |0〉 and |V 〉 → |1〉, our setup
produces a three-qubit state that is ideally a W state
[29]. In App. A we provide details on the stability of
the setup, the characterisation of the W state and of its
reconstructed density matrix.
A set of 216 joint projective measurements in the Xˆ,
Yˆ and Zˆ Pauli basis was performed on all three qubits,
which allowed us to evaluate the SDP tests developed
above. To perform projective measurements on qubit B
(polarization of photon 1), the usual system consisting
of a quarter-wave plate (QWP), HWP and a polarizing
beam splitter (PBS) is used. For projective measure-
ments on qubit C, a QWP, HWP and BD are used. This
measurement system works in much the same way as that
of qubit B, however, after the projection on a given po-
larization state, the BD maps the state of the path DOF
at its input into the polarization DOF at its output. In
this fashion, the state describing the path DOF, which is
now encoded in the polarization DOF, can be measured
using the same arrangement as in photon 1. The photons
were spectrally filtered with 3nm FWHM bandwidth fil-
ters centered at 650nm (not shown in the figure), coupled
into single-mode optical fibers using 10× microscope ob-
jectives and registered with single photon detectors and
coincidence electronics (the ”&” box in Fig. 3).
B. Practical considerations
The methods described in Sec. II were designed to de-
tect entanglement and certify randomness from an ob-
8Theory Experiment
Ent. in reductions 0.1112 0.07± 0.01
Ent. (1 untrusted) 0.7297 0.77± 0.01
Ent. (2 untrusted) 0.5355 0.500± 0.008
GME (1 untrusted) 0.4581 0.41± 0.01
GME (2 untrusted) 0.3244 0.32± 0.01
TABLE I: Witness values r∗ from the three qubit W state. For each of the quantum information tasks appearing in
the first column, the corresponding witness is constructed as explained in Sec. II and in Sec. IV B. A strictly positive value of
the semi-device independent witness certifies the presence of: entanglement in the reduced state (first row), entanglement in
the full tripartite state (second and third rows), genuine multipartite entanglement (fourth and fifth rows). See main text for
details.
served physical assemblage σphys. However, due to the
unavoidable problem of finite statistics in any experi-
ment, the assemblage that is experimentally observed
σexp does not satisfy the non-signalling property. To
overcome this problem we took the following steps. First,
we construct a physical assemblage that approximates
the experimental data. This step is done with a least-
squares optimization, an SDP program that minimizes
the distance from the experimental assemblage to the set
of physical assemblages bounded by the non-signalling
constraints. The second step consists of using the con-
structed physical assemblage to obtain the desired wit-
ness wˆphys, following the SDP techniques for entangle-
ment detection. The last step is to apply the derived
witness, which is simply a linear functional, to the ex-
perimental assemblage to show the presence of entangle-
ment/randomness in the network.
C. Experimental multipartite entanglement
detection in the steering scenario
Our experimental results are summarised in Table I.
The error bars were calculated by performing Monte
Carlo simulation (494 rounds) assuming Poissonian co-
incidence counting statistics of our measurement results.
Experimentally, the reduced state is not entirely symmet-
ric because of imperfections in the optical setup, such as
temporal and spatial mode mismatch in the interferome-
ter. Thus, we analyzed all reductions and found that the
highest violation of 0.07±0.01 is obtained when discard-
ing party B, corresponding to the polarization of photon
1. This is due to the fact that the entanglement that
survives, between qubits A and C, is encoded entirely in
the polarization and spatial qubits of photon 2.
As far as the experimental certification of tripar-
tite entanglement and genuine multipartite entanglement
(GME) are concerned, the corresponding observed wit-
ness values are shown in lines 2-3 and 4-5 of Table I,
respectively. One obtains a strictly positive value (viola-
tion) for these two types of tripartite entanglement, both
in the “one untrusted” and in the “two untrusted” sce-
narios. The experimental witness values are close to the
theoretical ones, although these do not always fall within
the error margins obtained. This is expected since the
experimental state is not perfectly pure (see App. A).
The case where the measured value agrees with the the-
ory within the error interval corresponds to the situa-
tion where the correlations between two internal degrees
of freedom of the same photon (path and polarization)
are the most relevant. In this special case the purity
of the reduced state can be very high experimentally.
Even with these small discrepancies between theory and
experiment, we successfully certify the presence of en-
tanglement and GME in the considered semi-device in-
dependent networks. Please note that, for completeness
the reader may find the numerical values for all steer-
ing inequalities described in this work at the Git online
repository: github.com/mattarcon2tes/Steering.
D. Experimental one-sided device independent
randomness certification
The scenario presented in Fig. 2 turns out to be rele-
vant and well suited for our experimental implementation
of the photonic W state (see Sec. IV), as a physical bi-
partition of the state stems between the two photons pro-
duced. In this sense, it is natural to consider the photon
encoding both polarization and path qubits as a single
party, and analyze the amount of randomness of the out-
comes s = (a, b) retrieved when untrusted measurements
are performed on such physical part of the system.
First of all, we checked that the experimental data
of each of the the reduced states does not reveal any
amount of one-sided randomness, as predicted by the
theory. Subsequently, we managed to certify 0.26± 0.04
bits from the bipartitions of the W state. This value falls
far from the theoretical value of − log2(2/3) ≈ 1.58 bits.
This discrepancy is due to the fact that the amount of
randomness is extremely sensitive to the visibility of the
pure W state with respect to white noise. For instance,
we observe that for visibility of 0.994 the number of
one-sided random bits that can be certified is already
less than unity. The obtained theoretical results are
nevertheless encouraging for the near future, as sources
9with better visibilities should allow to certify higher and
higher amounts of genuine random bits.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we show that a recently introduced
method for certification of entanglement when semi-
device independent measurements realized in a quantum
network can be successfully employed to certify all types
of entanglement from a three-qubit W state. Further-
more, such semi-DI entanglement certification is achieved
in all tripartite steering scenarios, and without the need
to consider different measurements among different sce-
narios. We study in detail the case of a tripartite con-
figuration, even though the method is valid for larger
networks. Entanglement is witnessed for a few illus-
trative combinations of trusted and untrusted measure-
ments. We also present experimental results obtained
with a proof of principle optical set-up. We observe good
qualitative agreement between theory and experimental
results, and verify the strong dependence of the witnessed
entanglement on the degree of purity of the initial state.
We further investigate the certification of genuine ran-
domness. We observe that one-sided randomness cannot
be certified. However, considering bipartitions of the tri-
partite W state and the bipartition with two elements
untrusted, it is possible in principle to certify up to 1.58
random bits. Analyzing the experimental implementa-
tion, 0.26± 0.04 random bits were certified. This in fact
constitutes the first experimental demonstration of one-
sided device-independent randomness certification. This
discrepancy between the expected and measured values
emphasizes the critical dependence of the amount of ran-
dom information certified on the purity of the initial
state. Our results promote the W state as a key can-
didate for the implementation of device semi indepen-
dent protocols, where some of the parties use untrusted
devices.
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FIG. 4: Full density matrix and examples of reconstructed
conditional density matrices for ρAC when party B uses un-
trusted measurements. The real and imaginary parts of the
density matrices are shown in the left and right columns, re-
spectively. Plots a) and b) show the full density matrix ρE ,
c) and d) show ρAC when B projects onto |0〉, e) and f) show
ρAC when B projects onto |1〉, g) and h) show ρAC when B
projects onto |R〉 = (|0〉+ i|1〉)/√2, i) and j) show ρAC when
B projects onto |R〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉)/√2.
Appendix A: Experimental state
Using quantum state tomography, we reconstruct the
experimental density matrix ρE , shown in Fig. 4a), to
check the quality of theW state produced. We found that
purity P = Tr
(
ρE
2
)
of the measured state is 0.88± 0.02
while its fidelity FW = 〈W | ρE |W 〉 with respect to the
ideal W state is 0.92 ± 0.01. The errors in P and FW
were calculated using Monte Carlo simulation assuming
Poissonian coincidence counting statistics.
The degree of purity and the fidelity can be consid-
ered high for a tripartite system, when compared to other
physical realisations of multipartite states. Even compar-
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ing with other photonic setups, our experiment produce
better quality three-qubit states with larger count rates.
For instance, in Ref. [31] the W state is achieved using
four photons produced by SPDC. In that experiment the
fidelities attained are up to 0.88 with rates of coincidences
1000 times smaller than in our experiment. These char-
acteristics highlight the reliability of using two degrees
of freedom of a pair of photons rather than three or four
photons, as a platform to test theoretical strategies re-
lated to three and four-partite entangled states.
Concerning the purity of the experimental bipartite en-
tangled states, which affects the visibility of theW states,
we notice that considerably high purities in the range of
0.99 have been achieved for bipartite states. For increas-
ing the number of parties, obtaining experimental en-
tangled states with such high purity is increasingly chal-
lenging, since the purity decreases exponentially with the
number of parties in the presence of noise. The present
realisation with purity and fidelity to the W state in the
range 0.9 is enough to demonstrate some randomness cer-
tification, and to highlight the sensitivity of this task to
the visibility of the W state.
The discussed experimental imperfections also
imply a discrepancy at the level of the steer-
ing witnesses, which are available online at:
https://github.com/mattarcon2tes/Steering. More
precisely, the differences which may be found on the
experimental witnesses with respect to the theoretical
ones —obtained from pure assemblages of the W state—
is due to the non-unit purity and fidelity of the experi-
mental state, but also is due to the signaling character
of the experimental data, which forces one to to consider
a non-signalling assemblage to extract the inequality, as
explained in Sec. IV B.
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